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 Ducks, Geese, and Swans of North America
by Guy Baldassarre

ISBN: 9781421407517
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Johns Hopkins University Press
Pub. Date: 2014-09-01
Pages: 1088
Price: $83.95

Ducks, Geese, and Swans of North Americahas been hailed as a classic since the first edition was published in 1942. A must-have for professional biologists,
birders, waterfowl hunters, decoy collectors, and wildlife managers, this fully revised and updated edition provides definitive information on the continent's
forty-six species. Maps of both winter and breeding ranges are presented with stunning images by top waterfowl photographers and the acclaimed original
artwork of Robert W. (Bob) Hines.Originally authored by F. H. Kortright and later revised by Frank Bellrose, this latest edition, which has been
meticulously updated by renowned waterfowl biologist Guy Baldassarre, continues the legacy of esteemed authors. Each species account contains in-depth
sections on: o identificationo distributiono migration behavioro habitato population statuso breeding biologyo rearing of youngo recruitment and survivalo
food habits and feeding ecology o molts and plumageso conservation and managementTo facilitate identification, the species accounts also include detailed
illustrations of wings. An appendix contains comparative illustrations of ducklings, goslings, and cygnets.This edition ofDucks, Geese, and Swansconsists of
two volumes, printed in full color, and packaged in a slipcase, along with a CD containing references and additional maps.
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Extraordinary Rare Book Selections from the American Museum of Natural History Library
by Melanie L.j Stiassny
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Without our oceans, which cover almost 72 percent of our planet, Earth simply could not exist--or humanity survive. Join author Melanie Stiassny from the
American Museum of Natural History on an epic, oceanic journey. These fascinating essays, taken from the museum's Rare Book Collections, expand on the
science behind the early histories that shaped the study of oceanography. They take close-up looks at coral, jellyfish, sea worms, whales, sharks, squid, and
more, and provide accounts from legendary explorers and early naturalists. This gorgeously illustrated volume, which includes 40 frameable prints, will
appeal to every seafaring and natural-science enthusiast. The Natural Histories series introduces today's readers to lost, fully illustrated scientific tomes from
the American Museum of Natural History Library's Rare Book Collections. The museum's top experts provide interesting facts and commentary that enrich
the original material and appeal to nature, science, and art lovers.

 Rainforest
by Lewis Blackwell
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Price: $69.00

There are no places on Earth more mysterious, complex, and unknown than tropical rainforests. Combining stunning photographs by the world's leading
nature photographers--including new work by Tim Flach--with an inspiring text by award-winning author Lewis Blackwell, Rainforest opens our minds to
the breathtaking beauty of these remarkable ecosystems, with their verdant plant life and diverse animal species. Swooping from aerial to macro
perspectives, the book captures the world's most fascinating landscapes at all scales, from a vast sleeping forest cloaked in morning mist to the brilliant
iridescent flicker of a butterfly's wing. 
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